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Perfect Codes and Regular Partitions in Graphs and Groups 
GWIHEN ETIENNE 
We define the concept of regular partition of a graph r and its relationship to the automorphism 
group of r. In application. we give necessary conditions for a perfect code of r in the sense of 
Biggs to exist. 
We recover a theorem of C. Landauer relating perfect codes in a finite group to its characters. 
We establish a necessary condition on the subgroups for the existence of a perfect code. 
As an application. we mention a result of O. Rothaus and J. G. Thompson concerning the 
existence of perfect codes in permutation groups. 
1. REGULAR PARTITIONS 
In the sequel r is a directed graph without loops or multiple arcs, X its vertex-set and 
E its arc-set. For every a E X, set r+(a) = {x E X; (a, x) E E}. N. Biggs [1] defines a perfect 
code C of r as a subset of X in which no two vertices are adjacent and such that every 
vertex in X\ C is the successor of exactly one vertex in C. Clearly a subset C is a perfect 
code if and only if {{ a} u r+ (a)} ae C is a partition of X. 
Let [m] denote the set {I, 2, ... , m}, m;;'1. We define a regular partition of the directed 
graph r to be a partition (X/)ie[m] of X such that there exist integers (V~j), (W~j), 
i E [m], j E [m] satisfying: 
For every x E Xi> 
LEMMA 1. Let r be a directed graph and G a subgroup of its automorphism group. The 
set of orbits of G on X is a regular partition. 
The proof is straightforward and left to the reader. 
The vertex-space [2] V of r is the vector space of functions from X to C, with canonical 
basis (ex)xex. Let fP be the adjacency mapping defined by: 
Define also: 
fP: V~ V 
fP': V~ V 
ex""" Ley. yer-(x) 
The matrix A of fP in the basis (ex)xeX is the usual adjacency matrix of r with entries: 
Ax,y = 1 if (x, y) E E; Ax,y = 0 otherwise. The matrix of fP' is the transpose AT of A. For 
any subset Y of X let ly denote the characteristic function of Y, i.e. ly = Lye y ey. Thus, 
our previous definitions can be expressed in terms of: 
LEMMA 2. (i) A subset C of X is a perfect code if and only if: 
(Id + fP)le = lx, 
where Id denotes the identity map of V. 
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(ij) A partition (Xi)iE[m] of X is regular if and only if the subspace spanned by {lX,}iEfm] 
is invariant under the adjacency mappings rp and rp'. 
PROOF. (j) Obvious. 
(ij) Let (X;)iE[m] be a partition of X. We have 
Since y E r+(x) if and only if x E r-(y) it follows that: 
rp(lx) = L L ey = L L Ir-(y) n XJley. } YEX XEr-(y)nXj iE[m] YEX; 
Thus rp{lx) belongs to the subspace spanned by {lx.}kE[m] if and only if Ir-(y)nXJI 
depends only on i when y E Xi' The proof is the same for rp'. 
In the remainder of this paper, for any regular partition 11" = {X;}iE[m] the subspace 
spanned by {lx,}iE[m] will be denoted by V1T • 
Similarly we introduce the restriction rp1T of the adjacency mapping rp to the subspace 
V1T • Its matrix in the basis (lx.)iE[m] will be denoted by A 1T • 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r be a directed graph such that Ir-(x)1 = d for every vertex x and 
11" = {Xi}iE[m] be a regular partition ofr. If r contains a perfect code C then for every i E [m]: 
Ixil 
Ix n ci = -+ Ixl V-I d+l I I 
where (U;)iE[m] is a m-tuple of Qm satisfying 
PROOF. Let p be the map defined by: 
p:V~V 
U~ L (IX 1 I L V (X»)lx;, IE[m] i XEX; 
and P be its matrix in the basis (eX)XEX' First we prove that AP = PA. Remark that 
(from the definition). So 
Ix (z) 
Px•z =Itr' 
where Xx denotes the subset Xi, iE[m], such that XEXi . Therefore: 
(PA) = L k(z) A = L Az,y = L lr-(y)(z) 
x,y ZEX Ixxl Z,y zEx,lxxl ZEX, IXxl 
=_1_ L Ir-(t)nXxl 
IxYI IEXy IXxl ' 
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since {X;}iE[m] is regular. Now 
L Ir-( t) 11 xxi = L Ir+( t) 11 Xyl = number of arcs from Xx to Xy. 
teXy tEX~ 
Thus AP = PA and po q> = q> 0 p. Now assume that r is a directed graph of in-degree d 
and C is a perfect code in r. It is easily verified that U = Ix(d + 1) is a solution of the 
equation 
(Id + q» U: Ix. 
From Lemma 2, U = Ie yields another particular solution of this equation. Hence 
po (Id + q> )/e = p(lx) = Ix. 
So 
(Id + q> )p(lJ = Ix 
and 
(Id+q»P(d:J = lx, 
implying by difference that 
p(le) - P (d: J belongs to Ker (Id + q» 11 V".. 
This can be expressed in terms of the basis (lX)iE[m] of V,.. : 
L IXi 11 Cl lx, = L ~+ L Ui/x , iE[m] Ixil iE[m] d + 1 iE[m] 
with the additional condition 
So, we have proved the proposition. 
COROLLARY 4. Let r be a directed graph with d-(x) = d for every vertex x, and 1T be 
a regular partition of r. If det (Id". + A".) ~ 0 and r has a perfect code, then for every i d + 1 
divides IXil. 
For instance, using the trivial partition {{X}}XEX we get that if det (Id + A) ~ 0 then r 
has no perfect code. 
2. PERFECT CODES IN GROUPS 
Let G be a finite group and '!e be a set of conjugacy classes such that {e} t '!e. Set 
H=UKE:KK. 
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Let r denote the directed graph with vertex-set G and arc-set E = {(g, g'); g' g-I E H}. 
If C is a perfect code of r we say that C is a perfect H-code of G. Our purpose is to 
study the existence of perfect H -codes. 
The group of inner automorphisms of G is a subgroup of Aut (r)-the group of 
automorphisms of r. From Lemma 1 we obtain that the set 1T = {KJiE[m) of conjugacy 
classes of G gives a regular partition of r. Here V ... is the vector space of class functions 
and it is well-known from group theory that the irreductible characters {XJiE[m) constitute 
a basis of V .... 
Let R be the regular representation of G, that is the map g ...... R (g) such that for any 
x E G we have R(g)ex = egx . In this case, the adjacency mapping cp is given by LgEH R(g). 
Therefore we have: 
LEMMA 5. The set of irreductible characters of G is an eigenvector basis for the restric-
tion cp. .... 
PROOF. Let X be an irreductible character and dx its degree. Identify X with 
LgEG x(g)eg • 
cp(X)= L R(g)( L x(u)eu ) =( L IdKIX(K») L x(u)eu ([4] e.g.) gEH UEG KE:I{ x ueG 
Thus, using results of Section 1 we get: 
THEOREM 6 (C. Landauer [5]). Let s be the number of conjugacy classes of;;e, N the 
set of irreductible characters of G such that 1+ LKE:I{ (IKI! dx)x(K) = 0. If G has a perfect 
H-code then the following conditions hold: 
(i) LXEN d; ~ IHi· 
(ii) INI ~ s. 
PROOF. (i) Suppose G has a perfect H-code. For every hE H hC is another perfect 
code and {lhdnEHu{e} are pairwise disjoint support functions, so they are independent 
vectors. of V. Accordingly these IHI + 1 functions are independent in the affine space of 
solutions of (Id + cp)u = IG • Hence dim (Ker (Id + cp» ~ IHI. 
We know that the regular representation contains each irreducible representation a 
number of times equal to its degree. Hence by Lemma 5 we have 
Id+cp= wirr~cibJJl+ K~:I{~~Xw(K»)Idw 
wcv 
and dim (Ker (Id + cp» = LXEN d;. 
The first part of theorem follows. 
(ii) Let Ko = {e} and leo, kJ' ... ,ks be elements of G such that ~ E Ki E;;e. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that e E C. Then for every i,j E {O, 1, ... , s} let us prove 
that IKj n kjcl = l>v Suppose x E Ki n kjC. There exists c E C such that x E Ki and x = kjc. 
Then xEKjc{e}uH={e}ur+(e) and xE({e}uH)c={c}ur+(c), so c=e by 
definition of a perfect code. We have x = kj and x E Ki. This is possible if and only if i = j. 
By Lemma 5, Ker (Id ... + CP ... ) is spanned by the irreducible character X verifying 
1 + LKE:I{ (IKII dx)X(K) = 0; that is the characters of N. 
So U E Ker (Id ... + CP ... ) if and only ifthere exist complex numbers (ax) X E N such that 
U=LxeNaxx=LxENLKe ... axx(K)lK' LetjE{O,l, ... ,s}. By Proposition 3, since kjC 
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is a perfect code, there exist complex numbers (aX,j)xeN such that for every conjugacy 
class K: 
As [IKj n /sci = 8j,j; i,j E {O, 1" .. , s}] is a submatrix of rank s+ 1 of [IK n kjcl; K E 7T, 
j E {O, 1, ... , s}j, we have that [X(K)he"..xeN is a matrix of rank at least s, hence INI ~ s. 
This achieves the proof. 
Consider a subgroup 0' of O. The group of right translations ig : ex ~ exg is a subgroup 
of Aut (r) whose orbits (xjO') {Xj, system of representatives of the cosets} in 0 constitute 
a regular partition. The restriction of lP". admits in the basis (/x,G') the matrix 
where RG'(g) denotes the permutation matrix lxp~ Igx,G" Note that R G' is the representa-
tion of 0 induced by the principal representation IG' of 0' with degree [0: 0']. Thus, 
. G' ffi 
settlOg R = W Wirreducible We: V r"" we have 
• w 
Id". + A". = EB (Idw+ L rw(g»)= EB (1+ LldKIXw(K»)Idw. 
Wirreducible geH Wirreducible Ke'TJ' W 
We v," We v.". 
Let Char (R G,) denote the set of irreducible characters of RG'. The determinant det (Id", + 
lP",) does not vanish if and only if Char (RG') is disjoint from N. 
If this condition holds, we obtain from Proposition 3 that for every left coset xjO' and 
every perfect code C of r, Ixjo' n ci = 10'1/(IHI+ O. We have proved: 
THEOREM 7. Let N be the set of irreductible characters of 0 such that 1 + 
LXe:lr(IKI! dx)x(K) = 0, and Char (0') the set of irreducible characters of the representation 
R G ' induced by la" If 0 contains a subgroup 0' such that IHI+ 1 does not divide 10'1 and 
Char ( 0') n N = 0 then 0 has no perfect H-code. 
ApPLICATION 
The present paper was motivated by a question raised in [3] by M. Deza, involving 
permutation codes. Consider on Sn, the set of permutations on [n], the invariant distance 
d(O', 0") = move (0" 0'-1). A permutation perfect code C of radius 2 is a subset of Sn such 
that for any 0' E Sn there exists a single a E C with d (a, 0') :!f; 2. In other words, C is a 
perfect T-code, where T denotes the set of transpositions. 
Let X = AI, A2 , ••• , Ak be an irreducible character of Sn (see [5,6] for instance). Then 
A.(A. -2j+ 1) 
X(T) = (degree X) L "( ). 
jerk) n n-l 
It can be easily checked that the set N of irreducible characters of SlI such that 
1 +(ITI! dx)X(T) = ° is 
{42, 13} of degree 825 
{5,22, e} of degree 1540. 
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Let 0' == Ss X S6 denote a subgroup of Sll with index 462. I TI + 1 = 56 does not divide 0' 
and since degree (R G') = [ 0: 0'] < 825, Char (R G') (\ N = 0. From theorem 7, Sll does 
not contain a permutation perfect code of radius 2. 
By use of a judiciously selected subgroup of S", O. Rothaus and J. G. Thompson [7] 
were able to prove-in terms of the group algebra of Sn-the more general result: 
THEOREM. If 1 +[n(n -1)]/2 is divisible by a prime exceeding n 1/ 2 +2, then Sn have 
no perfect T-code. 
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